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A. Terms, People, and Places
Match the descriptions in Column I with the terms in Column II. Write the letter of the
correct answer in the blank provided. Not all the words, names, or places in Column II will be
used. Each answer can be used only once.

Column I Column II

1. a powerful Austrian ruler 

2. a tragic result of the Thirty Years’ War

3. a brilliant Prussian ruler with many artistic 
interests 

4. a Catholic Bohemian king who persecuted 
Protestants

5. a hired soldier 

B. Main Ideas
Write the letter of the correct answer in the blank provided.

6. Which of the following statements accurately describes the Thirty Years’
War?
a. It began in Prussia and then spread to Austria.
b. It was fought entirely between Catholics and Protestants.
c. It led to the union of Austria and Prussia.
d. It began locally but became a general European war.

7. Which country gained territory in the Peace of Westphalia?
a. Bohemia c. Germany
b. France d. the Netherlands

8. By the 1700s, which empire included Germans, Slavs, Magyars, and 
Italians?
a. the Prussian c. the Hapsburg
b. the French d. the Bohemian

9. Why did Prussia battle Austria during the mid-1700s?
a. to control the German states c. to compete for overseas empires
b. to conquer Italy d. to honor an alliance with the 

Dutch

10. At the end of the Seven Years’ War,
a. France controlled Africa. c. Prussia and Austria were united.
b. Great Britain had a huge empire. d. Russia was an ally of Britain.
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Section 4 Quiz

Name Class Date

a. elector

b. Ferdinand

c. mercenary

d. depopulation

e. Peace of Westphalia

f. Maria Theresa

g. Frederick II


